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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement is false? (Choose the best answer.)
A. AFStretchWidthin the style class of a panelGroupLayoutcauses
it to fill the page horizontally.
B. panelGroupLayoutcannot have a vertical scroll bar.
C. panelBoxstretches if placed inside a
panelStretchLayoutcenter facet.
D. A panelDashboardhas the same rowHeightfor all the rows.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Incorrect Answers:
A: RowHeight is the height of the rows of the grid layout as a
CSS length. panelDashboard stretches the panelBox children to
fit within the width of a column and the specified row height.
B: ADF has a default styleClass called "AFStretchWidth" which
could auto adjust the table width to let it occupy the whole
horizontal space.
References:
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E12839_01/apirefs.1111/e12419/tagdoc/
af_panelGroupLayout.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
While adding a non-catalog item to a purchase request, the
Ariba Procurement Solution prompts you for which of the
following mandatory fields?
Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. Item Description
B. Supplier part number
C. Quantity
D. Commodity Code
E. Price
Answer: A,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Scenario:
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: C

A
C
D
B
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